Violence has affected peoples lives in many different ways. Such as violence makes children and adults fearful of their environment, violence affects the way we live, play and go about our daily lives. We don't play outside the way our parents did. We have learned to entertain ourselves at home. Increased violence has changed the way we live. Most of the time violence affects people by death and wounds. But sometimes it can make you heart broken, give up or depress. We try to change it but it won't work without everybody helping. Also it makes children fearful and they can't feel safe and takes away pride and dignity makes you more aware and unsure of everything.

Some causes of youth violence is peer pressure, drugs, gangs, unemployment, and poor family environment. Bad neighborhoods. Peer pressure is a cause of youth violence because if a child saw their friend do something bad and their friend is encouraging them to do the same bad thing the person would not know what to do. Drugs is also a cause of youth violence during drug deals or when someone has started to do drugs. That is a problem because things happen and people get angry. Gangs cause youth violence because gangs have a lot of drugs and that gets discouraged that they can't find a job and they get shunned out and take it out on people around them.

Poor family and bad neighborhood causes youth violence because if your seeing or experiencing bad things in your family you might think it is okay to do certain things and it's not. Or you might think it's okay to do things that your exposed to. You can stop youth violence.
Violence has affected families in many different ways. Such as violence makes children and adults fearful of their environment.

By giving more consequences, by making people aware of what they did or what they are about to do incorrect. People to do the right things to make a law about fighting! Violence has group meeting about violence about what people shouldn't do. Fight your rights to stop violence.